
STRIPE-X REMOVER 

PAINT REMOVER, PAINT CLEANER, STAIN 

REMOVER, DEODORIZER FOR SYNTHETIC FIELD TURF. 
Cleaner, paint remover, chalk remover, stain remover, dirt remover, odor 

eliminator. Product has smell of fresh oranges. A stable concentrated 

emulsion of water and a natural occurring orange fragrance solvent that 

performs extremely well as a paint remover, paint stripper. 

priced by the gallon. Packaged in 1 gallon or 5-gallon buckets. 

This water-solvent emulsion formula is designed to remove unwanted, old 

paint lines from synthetic artificial field turf and other substrates. It will not 

hurt or damage the synthetic turf filaments or the rubber and sand infield 

filler. As with any chemical please wear protective gear to prevent 

getting the product or the product splatter on skin or eyes. Wear 

protective gloves, safety eyes glasses and appropriate shoes when 

applying or scrubbing the paint with this product. Remover can be used 

without dilution for maximum strength or can be diluted with 1-2 parts of 

water. Simply pour or spray the remover on the paint that needs to be 

removed. Let it soak for a few minutes to penetrate and start loosening up 

the paint. Then apply slight agitation to speed-up the removal. Before the 

remover-paint mixture dries, rinse and flush with water. The unwanted 

paint should be removed with one good application. For tough, hard to 

remove paints a second application, scrubbing and rinsing might be 

necessary. 

 As with any chemical use proper personal protection. Gloves, Protective eye glasses, 

proper shoes. 

 Keep remover away from skin, eyes and body contact. 

 Water-solvent emulsion. Safe, Smells of fresh oranges. 

 Can be thinned with up to two parts of water for stripping. 

 Can be thinned with 10 parts of water to be used as a cleaner, deodorizer. 

 Use stiff bristle broom or a power scrubber for agitation. 

 Water-miscible, can easily be washed off with water. 

 Safe for use on all types of artificial turf fields and many other synthetic substrates. 

 


